
BOMBER 170 PTS
Double wall polyethylene tool case

General features
	- roto-molded Polyethylene shells with
incorporated feet
	- 2 TSA Locks with keys (mod. BOMBER F
excluded)
	- 2 metal lid support stays with safety spring
pawl and doublefixing point
	- steel hinge riveted in various points
	- ergonomic handle, rubber coated grip
	- document wallet
	- bottom with adjustable dividers (mod.
BOMBER F excluded)
	- 2 small component boxes
	 

Internal Configuration

- 2 tool pallets with FLEXI POUCHES™

Versions

BOMBER 170 PEL

BOMBER 170 PSS

BOMBER 170 PTS

EAN
8024482004204

Technical features A B C D E

mm internal dimensions 422 327 185 75 110

Weight Kg 5,50

inc internal dimensions 16 5/8 12 7/8 7 5/16 2 15/16 4 5/16

Weight lbs 12.12
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BOMBER 170 PTS
Double wall polyethylene tool case

Modern and exceptionally strong, this case is studied to resist even in the most extreme use conditions. The

double wall construction and the body in shock-proof high density Polyethylene, with great resistance to high

and low temperatures and to most of the corrosive chemical substances, grant to this product the highest

levels of reliability on the market.

The new TSA Locks allow the case to be checked at the airport by security officers.

	

	THIS PRODUCT IS POWERED BY INTELLIRESPOND, the free App that allows for personal tool inventory

and control of the content.

	Please visit www.intellirespond.com
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Spares
BOMBER 170 PTS

KIN.0348 KIN.0979 KIN.0782 KIN.0335

KIN.0314 KIN.0365 KIN.1055 KIN.1056

KIN.1245 KIN.1244 KIN.0056 KIN.0900

KIN.0447
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